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“Instead of embracing their gifts as gifts from God to encourage and teach us, some are calling them crazy. And
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instead of having conversations and relationships with people who believe differently, some are accusing [others] of
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not ‘living by faith.’“ Stephanie Caudle, Opinions

The field house is 60 feet by 160 feet of corrugated steel. It was originally used for “outdoor sports practice in bad weather, and for intramurals and some physical education activity,” according to the Fall 1965 Taylor Magazine.

news co - editor

It is near the
heart of campus,
but out of mind.

Large, but difficult to see.
As plans for the state-of-the-art sports complex press full-speed ahead, a less conspicuous
athletic facility behind Rediger Auditorium
appears to be outdated and overlooked.
This week, the football field house faced building and fire code compliance speculation.
“It is an issue that has never been addressed,”
said Assistant Football Coach Mike Miley, who
works on the building’s third floor. “It’s human
nature that a lot of things you don’t notice until
something happens — a loss of property or a
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loss of life.”
Addressing the issue, architect Sam Jones of
the Troyer Group will review the field house
Thursday for International Building Code compliance, according to Facilities Services Director Greg Eley. Jones will specifically address
what Eley calls “life safety” issues involving the
building’s stairways, exits and fire prevention
features.
Although the three-story building has nine
fire extinguishers, it has no fire alarms, sprinklers or smoke detectors.
The field house was built to code in 1965 as
a “temporary structure” to provide locker rooms,
showers and storage for various teams, includ-

ing football, baseball, cross country, track and
golf, according to the Sept. 15, 1965, edition of
The Echo.
Until now, questionable parts of the building
have been legally accepted as “grandfathered”
structures, or structures allowed to remain
despite current codes because they were “lawfully in existence” before the new rules were
adopted, according to Fire Prevention and
Building Safety Commission Title 675, Section
11 (a).
However, certain “grandfathered” exceptions
only apply if the building’s “existing use or occuContinued on page 2
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The west interrior of the main field house deteriorates from age.

mandate announced, conflict ensues
claiming they would still be affiliated with the medications,
In response to the Obama administration’s Heath and Human
kyla martin
violating their religious beliefs. Churches and other houses of
Services (HHS) mandate, which forces religious organizations
news co - editor
worship are completely exempt from the mandate.
to provide abortifacients, sterilizations and contraceptives to
A White House official claimed the administration will meet with religious
employees without co-pays, Alliance Defense Fund (ADF) filed a federal lawsuit,
Geneva College v. Sebelius, on behalf of Geneva College on Tuesday. This is the leaders to write policies “that respect religious liberty and ensure access to
preventive services for women enrolled in self-insured group health plans
second suit filed against this mandate by ADF this week.
“At Geneva College, we only have one Lord, and he does not live in Washington, sponsored by religious organizations,” according to The Hill.
The HHS mandate strikes a deeper issue than religion. Opponents look to
D.C.,” said Geneva College President Ken Smith in Geneva’s press release on
the lawsuit. “The First Amendment protects Americans from mandates that its further implications.
“People of faith shouldn’t be punished by the government for following their
require us to act against our own convictions. We find the mandate to provide
our faculty, staff and students with insurance that provides pills to abort beliefs when making decisions for themselves or their organizations,” said
babies totally abhorrent and unacceptable. The government shouldn’t be able ADF Senior Counsel Kevin Theriot in an ADF press release. “The Obama
to force anyone to buy or sell insurance that subsidizes morally objectionable administration invented a fake ‘right’ to get ‘free’ abortion pills and sterilization and elevated it above real freedoms protected by the
treatments.”
First Amendment. This calculated and intentional attempt
Geneva College v. Sebelius claims the mandate violates
the Religious Freedom Restoration Act and the First and “...the employers remain restless, to eradicate constitutional protections should terrify every
freedom-loving American.”
Fifth Constitutional Amendments.
claiming they would still be
The Becket Fund for Religious Liberty also filed federal
ADF first filed suit in representation of Louisiana Colaffiliated with the medications, lawsuits against the HHS mandate on behalf of Belmont
lege on Saturday, as the college also strongly opposes the
government forcing it to supply employees with morally
violating their religious beliefs.” Abbey College, Colorado Christian University, Eternal Word
Television Network (EWTN), and, mostly recently, Ave
questionable prescription drugs.
Maria University.
“The time for silence is over,” said Louisiana College PresiThe lawsuits continue to pile as more colleges and other religious organizadent Dr. Joe W. Aguillard in the college’s press release on the subject. “Louisiana
College will not sit by and allow this or any government to usurp our God-given tions take action.
“We’re just watching the issues closely and how they develop,” said Assistant
religious freedoms and our time-honored Baptist heritage.”
Opinions on the other side of the argument claim these religious organiza- Director for Media Relations Ashley Smith of Huntington College.
Taylor does not have an official position yet on these lawsuits due to the
tions are taking advantage of the mandate to further political convictions.
“This lawsuit is inspired by politics and nothing more,” said Adam Winkler, a mandate’s unstable meaning.
“[The mandate] has changed many times,” said Director of Media Relations
constitutional law professor at UCLA, to Talking Points Memo.
The Obama administration is working to reconcile the HHS mandate with Jim Garringer. “We are watching the situation carefully and prayerfully.”
These six organizations are joined by more than a dozen state attorneys
concerned religious organizations, giving itself a one-year deadline to sort out
who signed a joint letter to HHS Secretary Kathleen Sebelius, Treasury Secthe mess, a time frame landing them after the election.
The mandate was tweaked to pass the fee for the medications from the reli- retary Timothy Geithner and Labor Secretary Hilda Solis in opposition to this
gious nonprofits to the insurance companies, but the employers remain restless, mandate, as well as more than 100,000 complaints to the Obama administration.

w o m e n c l o s e t o c o m b at
The Pentagon announced Feb. 9 that it will permit
female members of the U.S. military to be assigned
staff writer
permanent duty on ground battalions, an allowance
that will inch females closer to front line of combat.
The decision came after Congress requested the Pentagon reevaluate its 1994
policy, a rule refusing women positions in ground units assigned to direct artillery, infantry and tank combat. After a long-anticipated Congressional review,
the State Department said it would open 14,000 new positions for women, while
still excluding them from nearly 238,000 slots within the Army, Marine Corps
and special operations forces.
At the onset of war in Iraq and Afghanistan in 2001, the military faced drastic
change within its operations, according to Steve Griffin, former Army lieutenant
and columnist for The New York Times. Statistics show that 15 percent of active
duty forces within the U.S. military are women, while more than 230,000 women
have been involved in active combat in both Iraq and Afghanistan.
“The wars of the past 10 years have shown that women can be just as valuable

kari travis

on the battlefield as men,” Griffin said. “Is every female soldier as good as the
ones I was fortunate enough to serve with? Of course not. But neither is every
male soldier.”
Traditional societal perceptions of women’s and men’s roles may lie at the
heart of the controversy, according to sociology professor Mark Jessup. Because
men have traditionally served roles as protectors, any change of military policy
will take time.
“I think the transition will be less difficult for women than the transition will
be for men,” Jessup said. “. . . I suspect that as women begin to take on roles
that men traditionally have, that men will cling to those things that have given
them a sense of identity.”
Much of the debate that surrounds the topic is based upon questions about the
physical capability of females and the effect this may have on the morale of male
soldiers, according to Capt. Scott A. Cuomo, a Marine Commander who served
Continued on page 2

in briefs
TUITION INCREASES
Taylor tuition and all other associated fees required of students
will increase for the 2012-2013
school year by 2.5 percent.

This percentage fleshes out
to be $875.
Taylor will continue to offer
free tuition during J-term.
This is the lowest percentage
increase in more than 10 years,

and this marks the fifth straight
y e a r t h a t Tay l o r ’s t u i t i o n
increase is below the national
average of eight percent.

ETHICS BOWL TEAM
The Ethics Bowl team will have
a public scrimmage in Reade
240 at 5 p.m. on Monday, Feb.
27. Everyone is welcome to get

a glimpse of how team members will represent Taylor at
the Intercollegiate Ethics Bowl
national competition on March 1.
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Top 5 News Events of the Week
Forced to run, girl, 9, dies in
punishment for eating candy
(latimes.com)

Newark mayor urges probe into
NYPD spying program
(cnn.com)

Structure continued...

pancy” remains the same.
Office and classroom renovations in 1980 and the mid-1990s on
the building’s second and third floors changed its classification and
occupancy.
When the field house was last inspected in 2003, it was classified
as a “public assembly,” or Section 303 Assembly Group A occupancy,
according to Eley. The field house fits this categorization as a gymnasium without spectator seating and a lecture hall, according to the
International Building Code.
However, because the building had offices in use at the time of the
2003 inspection, it arguably could have been inspected as a Section
304 Business Group B structure, according to the International
Building Code.
“It’s not just a public assembly now,” Eley said. “We want it to be
reviewed again, considering how it is currently used as a public
assembly, office and classroom.”
Today, the field house, open from 7 a.m. to 11 p.m. every day, is
occupied by a “constant flow” of football staff and 75 players, according
to Head Football Coach Ron Korfmacher.
During offseason, most players cycle through the building between
2 p.m. and 6 p.m. four days each week for weight training. Beginning
in April, about 55 players will occupy the second floor classroom on
a daily workweek basis for spring ball meetings.
“The classroom is what we’ve outgrown the most,” Korfmacher said.
The classroom, which held 25-30 students when it was in academic
use last year, is where more than 70 players and coaches gather
for daily meetings from August to November. On this floor, there is
one visible fire extinguisher and one accessible exit down the main
staircase. The second exit leads onto a storage balcony in the main
field house and is locked.
The third floor of the field house also has one fire extinguisher and
one exit — the same staircase. Half of the floor contains two large
offices with a total of eight staff desks, and the other half of the room
is designated storage space for football equipment.
“There could be dozens of people on the third floor at a time,” junior
football player Joey Yanaitis said.
Ultimately, the state is responsible to inspect the field house. However, Upland Volunteer Fire Department Chief Brian Holtzleiter has
been in the building several times for drills and confirms that its
single stairwell exit is a “questionable” issue.
Chapter 10, Section 1019 (b) of the International Building Code
rules that structures with 500 or fewer occupants per story must
have at least two exits per story.
Assistant Football Coach Tony Kijanko, who is also a lieutenant
fireman for the Dawson County Fire Department in Northern Dawsonville, Ga., says this issue has concerned him, as well.
“Being a fireman, you want to have an exit plan,” Kijanko said. “On
the third floor there is only one way in and out. If anything ever happened on the first or second floor, there is no escape route. I have no

As gas prices surge, Obama defends his energy policy
(nytimes.com)

Bradley Manning charged in
WikiLeaks case
(chicagotribune.com)

idea how it has passed inspection as far as the fire code. It wouldn’t
pass where I’m at — especially with no smoke detectors.”
When there is a storm during practice, the football team goes into
the field house’s weight room as a safety precaution. It is the safest
room in the building with two exits on the ground level.
However, for coaches and staff working on the third floor, safety
precautions are few, if any.
“On really windy days we can hear the wind blowing through,” Miley
said. “The last tornado that went through, I was up on the third floor,
looking out the one window, but no one told us to evacuate the building.
They have that alert on the phones, but I don’t have it.”
Along with the number of exits and fire safety features, the rise and
gap of stair steps, the width of doorways and the electrical panels will
be examined, according to Eley.
If code violations are discovered, Eley says swift changes can be
expected.
“Even if they don’t say we’re required to put a fire alarm system
in, we’ll probably install smoke detectors — especially on the third
floor,” Eley said.
Eley believes a combination of smoke and heat detectors will be sufficient without a sprinkler system, considering the age of the building.
“Sprinkling the building saves property; fire alarm systems save
lives,” Eley said.
Since an October 2005 fire demolished Schultz Hall of Taylor
University Fort Wayne, the Board of Directors has worked hard to
improve the fire safety of “grandfathered” structures on campus,
specifically residence halls.
Every student living area on campus has a sprinkler system except
Haakonsen and Fairlane. The accessibility of exits in these buildings
makes extensive fire alert systems unnecessary.
Vice President for Business Administration Ron Sutherland says
the safety of students and faculty is Taylor’s top priority and construction initiatives are primarily based on the careful allocation of
available funds.
“There are limited resources at a college like Taylor, so you have to
look at the best way to apply those,” Sutherland said.
The new football stadium, scheduled for completion in August, is
part of a two-phase plan to move the football team out of the field
house.
“It is ‘Phase II’ of our Strategic Plan for Athletic Facilities,” said
Athletic Director Angie Fincannon. “We were blessed to receive committed support for Phase I — which is $3.2 million for competition
expansions and remodeling. I am thrilled to see such a outpouring
of support for this Phase I project, and am very optimistic that this
momentum will continue.”
In the meantime, Korfmacher shares Fincannon’s enthusiasm.
“Until it happens, we’ll operate without making excuses,” Korfmacher said.
Regardless of impending inspection, the football team and staff will
continue practicing, recruiting and anxiously awaiting the groundbreaking of the new sports complex, which is also scheduled for March.

Why homeschooling is a boon
to a liberal society
(theatlantic.com)
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The field house has been renovated twice since it was built in 1965. The second floor was renovated in 1980 to include a classroom and additional
office space. Then, in the mid-1990s, the football coaches remodeled the third floor to include two more offices. There is only one accessible exit
from the second and third floors down the main stairwell. The conference room exit marked on the second floor is locked.

in Afghanistan.
women continued...
“I think the infantry in me will have a very hard time ever accepting that I’m going
to rush against the enemy, and there’s going to be a female right
next to me,” Cuomo told The New York Times. “Can she do it?
Some might. I don’t know if this sounds bad, but I kind of look at
everything through my wife. Is that my wife’s job? No. My job is
to make sure my wife is safe.”
An article from the Christian Science Monitor said many women
in the armed forces want total equality with the male soldiers, not
protection, and the Pentagon’s recent announcement does nothing
to lift restrictions that keep women from joining the infantry and
special forces.
“To continue such a ban [on women in combat] is to ignore the
talents and leadership that women bring to the military, and it
further penalizes service women by denying them the opportunity
for future promotions and assignments that are primarily given to
personnel from combat arms specialties,” said Anu Bagwhati, former Marine captain and executive director of the Service Women’s
Action Network, in a public statement.
For young women like Andra Pocock, a Northern Arizona University student looking to join the National Guard, the Pentagon’s
decision represents a small shift in the right direction.

“I think that it will probably take a long time to get complete
equality in this sort of stuff,” Pocock said. “Most policy and paradigm shifts in this country have happened slowly, but eventually
got to where they needed to be. This is no different.”

cha p el — sp ea ker D r. Da ne O rtlu n d

Wheaton, IL
Rediger Auditorium
10 a.m.
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representing all departments on a weekly basis

grand champion (Recycling rate)
TAYLOR UNIVERSITY (Recycling rate)

Waste Minimization: the amount of trash
and recycling generated per student and
staff member at the university
Per Capita Classic: the amount of recycling
in pounds per student and staff member at
the university

wednesday

FEMALES
POLLED: 63%

Recyclemania (Feb 12-18)
Grand Champion: the total waste recycled
by the university
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ENGLISH

Sport Management majors
will attend the NFL Combine
Sports Management Career
Conference in Indianapolis
on Feb. 17 and 18.

The Senior English Night is
Feb. 28 at 6 p.m. Four students will read their senior
papers.

Guest speaker Lauren
Sterrett is part of the spring
guest lecture series on
March 5 at 7 p.m. in
Eichling Aquatics Wing
room 108.

Dan Bowman just released
a book of poetry. Visit the
English blog at english.taylor.edu for more information.
The Making Literature
Conference will be held in
Feburary of 2013 with fiction writing coach Brett Lott.

Want to tell students about your
department’s achievements and
upcoming events?

E-mail News at
taylor.theecho.news@gmail.com
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Funding the Arab Spring
in office, but declined by the end of Iraq, “where U.S. troops have left
the
2011 budget to $49 billion,” The the country but the State Departstaff writer
New York Times reported.
ment has picked up some of their
In April 1948, the United States
A budget of $59 billion was pro- functions such as police training,”
activated the Marshall Plan, a posed for international affairs for Reuters reported.
program to aid post-World War II fiscal year 2012. It included a conLast April, $8 billion in State
Europe by rebuilding economies tingency account of $8.7 billion for Department and foreign aid fundand combating Soviet commu- operations in Iraq, Afghanistan and ing were cut in a budget deal
nism’s spread. The idea was to Pakistan. At the time, such opera- negotiated between Congress and
return Europe to prosperity and tions were expected to expand as Obama to prevent government
ensure democracy took hold.
the State Department took on more shutdown. According to The New
Today, with economic troubles tasks with December’s withdrawal York Times, it was the largest cut
worldwide and revolutions occur- of American troops from Iraq and from a single department in the
ring in Muslim areas of Africa and as troops prepared “for a drawdown entire deal. Last fall, both houses
the Middle East, it appears to some in Afghanistan beginning next of Congress proposed cutting ecoto be time for another
nomic and political aid
Marshall Plan.
to the Middle East’s new
“There is a democratic
democracies.
awakening in places that
“Lawmakers and offi“There is a democratic awakening
have never dreamed of
cials needed to prioriin places that have never dreamed
democracy,” Secretary of
tize spending according
President Barack Obama proposed $800 million in foreign aid to countries impacted by Arab revolts.
of democray, and it is unfortunate
State Hillary Rodham
to American national
Clinton said, as reported
security interests and
that it’s happening at a historic time
by The New York Times
justify those decisions
when our own government is facing
in an article last Octoto Americans who are
ber. “And it is unfortugenerally skeptical of
so many serious economic challenges“
nate that it’s happening
foreign aid,” Represen— Secretary of State Hillary Rodham
at a historic time when
tative Kay Granger (R
our own government is
- Texas) told The New
Clinton
facing so many serious
York Times.
economic challenges
Total American debt
because there’s no way
is more than $50 trillion
to have a Marshall Plan for the summer [2012],” The New York (usdebtclock.org), with the debt-toMiddle East and North Africa.”
Times reported.
GDP at 93.2 percent, according to
President Obama hopes to aid
Most of the proposed aid for Arab tradingeconomics.com and usedArab Spring countries swept by Spring countries would be desig- btclock.org. According to The New
revolutions with more than $800 nated to a new Middle East and York Times, foreign aid accounts for
million in economic aid. The White North Africa Incentive fund. Ideally, 1 percent of total federal spending.
House proposed $51.6 billion in the fund will provide incentive for
Last year, Jeremy Konyndyk,
funding for the State Department lasting reforms economically, politi- director of policy and advocacy for
and foreign aid as part of the fed- cally or in relation to trade in tran- the international aid group Mercy
eral budget for fiscal year 2013 sitioning countries or countries Corps, warned that foreign aid cuts
which will begin this October.
prepared to proactively reform. could erode America’s reputation
The proposal still needs approval How funds would be divided among as a nation generous during crises:
from Congress, where some mem- countries has not been specified.
“The amount of money the U.S. has
bers want to cut overseas spending
Other foreign aid proposed for or doesn’t have doesn’t really rise
because of U.S. budget shortfalls.
war zones is in a separate Overseas or fall on the foreign aid budget.
Syria — Three jourdent Cristina FerYemen — Hundreds
If approved by Congress, “[t]he Contingency Operations account. It The budget impact is negligible.
nalists were killed in
nandez de Kirchner
of voters gathered to
‘core budget’ for the category [of for- includes $3.3 billion for Afghani- The impact around the world is
crossfire this week as
declared a two-day
take part in the naeign aid and the State Department] stan, where anti-American protests enormous.”
violence in the city of
period of national
tion’s election Tuesday,
would increase by 1.6 percent,” offi- broke out this week in response to
Increases in foreign aid were
Homs continues. Syrmourning for the
despite only one cancials said, according to Reuters.
what Fox News called an “inadver- supported by President Bush after
ian journalist Rami
nation’s worst train
didate being on the
al-Sayed, known for
wreck in decades.
ballot. “It’s the first
“Spending on international affairs, tent burning of Muslim holy books Sept. 11 as a way to combat antiexposing the govtime people in Yemen
including foreign aid and the State at a military base.” The protests Americanism and extremism, much
ernment’s violence
Afghanistan — Proare electing somebody
Department’s operating budget, resulted in seven deaths.
like the Marshall Plan and comagainst civilians
tests erupted in Kabul
on their own, withreached $55 billion in the 2010 fisThe account also includes $1 bil- munism.
through more than
following the accidenout being influenced
cal year, Mr. Obama’s first full year lion for Pakistan and $4 billion for

World peace?
Harvard professor suggests violence is in decline
nobody batted an eye at the flogging from the anarchy of the hunting and
of
children as late as the 1950s.” The gathering to the first agricultural
C ontributor
media is quick to cover such atroci- civilizations, with cities and govern“Believe it or not, violence has been in ties today, and the population joins ments, starting about 5,000 years ago.
The second decline of violence
decline for long stretches of time, and in condemnation.
There seems to be a growing empa- occurred between the Middle Ages
we may be living in the most peaceful
era in our species’ existence,” said thy among people. The inclination is and the 20th century, as Europe’s
Steven Pinker, Harvard professor of no longer keened toward violence. homicide rates decreased by about
However, social psychologists can- 50 percent.
psychology.
The third transition, the “humaniThe claim seems outrageous, as not pinpoint why there seems to be
we consider the images the media a decline in barbaric manner and tarian revolution,” took place in the
portray around the world — ones of an increase in becoming the better 18th Century with a widespread abowar and tragedies. However, Pinker’s “angels of ourselves.” The change may lition of judicial torture.
After World War II, the fourth
extensive research reveals a signifi- correlate with the rise in education,
cant change in the history of violence. and even globalization, as people gain major transition was categorized as
Pinker’s book, “The Better Angels a better understanding of mankind the “long peace.” Some say the long
peace took place because of nuclear
of Our Nature: Why Violence has across the globe.
deterrence; however, nonDeclined,” takes a look at the
nuclear nations followed the
brutal past in order to prove
trend as well.
the “peaceful era” of today.
“Through the expansion of literacy,
The fifth trend, “new
Pinker presents a table
peace,” shows that, although
that takes past conflicts or
mobility, education, science, histhere was a decrease in
tyrannies to recalibrate their
tory, journalism and mass media,
interstate wars, the world
death tolls so their scale can
saw a rise in civil wars. Howbe compared directly. The
it’s more likely humans counteract
ever, these do not equate to
An Lushan Rebellion in
violence with its counterparts.”
the same death tolls as the
China in the eighth century
world wars.
rated number one for most
Finally, the postwar era
atrocious with 36 million
“These changes include the devel- has seen a flow of “rights revolutions”
deaths. However, this figure has
been popularized by Pinker where opment of government, commerce, — a growing revulsion against aggresit is presented as proportionally the literacy, and the mixing of ideas sion on smaller scales. In the devellargest atrocity in history, though and peoples,” Pinker said, “all of oped world, the civil rights movement
with a caution that “these figures, of which encourage people to inhibit obliterated lynchings and lethal riots,
course, cannot all be taken at face their impulses, expand their empa- and the women’s rights movement
value.” Proportionally, Pinker calcu- thy, extricate themselves from their has helped to shrink the incidence of
lated that it would equate to about parochial vantage points, and treat rape and domestic violence.
More and more people are seeing
violence as a problem to be solved
429 million deaths in modern times.
the ineffectiveness of violence and
Likewise, the Mongol conquest rather than as a contest to be won.”
Through the expansion of literacy, choosing alternative ways of solving
ranked second with a proportional
number equal to 278 million deaths mobility, education, science, history, issues.
“In today’s era, one starts to apprein today’s terms. In comparison, journalism and mass media, it’s more
World War II ranked ninth with a likely humans counteract violence ciate the small gifts of coexistence
with its counterparts, such as self- that would have seemed utopian to
death toll of 55 million.
By studying history, Pinker said, control, empathy, fairness and reason our ancestors,” Pinker said, “[includ“That it’s not all that long ago since — what Abraham Lincoln called “the ing] the interracial family playing in
the park, the comedian who lands
people were routinely hung, drawn better angels of our nature.”
The decline of violence can be a zinger on the commander-in-chief,
and quartered in England; or that
flogging and keelhauling were rou- broken down into six major trends, the countries that quietly back away
tine methods of maintaining dis- according to Pinker. First, it was a from a crisis instead of escalating to
cipline in the Royal Navy; or that process of pacification: the transition war.”

Anna medearis

800 Internet videos,
was fatally shot while
helping a family escape Tuesday evening.
American reporter
Marie Colvin of England’s Sunday Times
and French photographer Remi Ochlik
were also killed, along
with nearly 60 other
civilians and journalists, in an attack on
Wednesday.

Argentina — Officials are now investigating Wednesday’s
fatal train wreck that
claimed 50 lives and
injured hundreds
of others. The crash
occurred at 8:30 a.m.
when a train failed
to stop and slammed
into a barrier. Presi-

tal Quran burning
by NATO soldiers on
Tuesday. The Qurans
were removed from
a detainee facility, along with other
religious materials,
and handed over to
NATO soldiers for
disposal. “It was a
mistake. It was an
error. The moment we
found out about it, we
immediately stopped
and we intervened,”
said Gen. John Allen, commander of
NATO’s International
Security Assistance
Force. U.S. and NATO
officials were quick to
issue apologies, claiming the materials were
given to troops for
burning by accident.

Azusa Pacific University

by political parties,”
said Mohammed alRowdy of the Interior
Ministry.

Egypt — Ousted
President Hosni
Mubarak, who was
charged with corruption and ordering the
deaths of hundreds
of protesters in last
year’s revolution, will
face a final verdict on
June 2. Mubarak may
face the death penalty
as prosecutors seek
the most poignant
form of justice for the
former dictator. His
two sons will also face
trial, along with other
members of the regime,
for assistance in the
nearly 840 deaths last
spring.

SCHOOL OF BUSINESS AND MANAGEMENT

You have
goals

.

We can help you take the next step.

Earn your master’s degree in business,
when and how you want.
TRADITIONAL PROGRAMS:

Designed for working professionals, earn your degree at your
own pace, taking one, two, or more classes per nine-week term.
What’s more, the course material centers on your work experience.
• Master of Business Administration
• Master of Arts in Management
• Online Master of Arts in Management
FIFTH-YEAR PROGRAMS:

Designed for students interested in earning their bachelor’s and
going straight into a master’s degree, APU’s fifth-year programs
help you complete your MBA in just one year, through on-campus
classes and field-study trips around the world.
• Millennial Master of Business Administration
• Young Executive Master of Business Administration
• Young Executive Master of Arts in Management
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such as schoolwork, and my relationship with
ardis Gras celebrations were in
Lucas Sweitzer
Christ, and my relationship with other people
full force this week, with parContributor
rather than wasting that time,” Whitworth said.
ties ranging from mild celebraWhen deciding what to give up for Lent, Whittions to raucous events in New
Orleans, the unofficial capital of Fat Tues- worth picked something he thought of as both unproductive and
day. As the clock ticked nearer to midnight, time wasting: FIFA 2012, his favorite video game. According
partyers across the nation got in their last to Whitworth, in an average week he’ll spend anywhere from
few minutes of indulgence before midnight five to eight hours playing the game — but not during Lent.
Even though many can develop and grow as Christians
brought Ash Wednesday — and along with
it, Lent, which will last 44 more days until during Lent, others choose not to engage in the holiday, citing
the double standards it can set a partaker up for: that someApril 8.
With promises of giving up time-wasters one gives up something for the novelty of self-restraint alone.
and vices, Lent can sometimes appear like a Christian New Sophomore Kristin Schwartz, for example, thinks the time loses
Year’s, with hopeful partakers making hollow promises that’ll its original meaning on many, becoming just another church
only last a couple weeks. But according to Campus Pastor tradition separate from the purpose behind it.
“I think the idea of Lent is good, but a lot of people miss the
Randy Gruendyke, Lent has a lot more to it than that.
“Throughout the years, sacrificially giving up something bigger point,” Schwartz said. “It’s about Jesus, not just giving
became a part of the Lenten regimen as well as performing something to suffer a little bit and then make it into something
‘spiritual works’ such as attending church, following the Sta- self-glorifying.”
Fasting is the most common element of Lent, but a new
tions of the Cross, taking extra time for reading and praying
and receiving communion,” Gruendyke said. “Over time, what trend has shifted the focus of Lent not just on abstaining, but
began as simply a pre-Easter period for prayer and fasting improvement: that is, not only to give something up, but replace
it with something better. Pastor Gruendyke encouraged just
became a season encrusted with legalistic practices.”
Although Lent is a Catholic tradition, many Christians from that in last year’s Lenten service, challenging students at
different denominations choose to partake in it, hoping to grow Taylor to find an area of their spiritual lives to improve before
closer to God in the process. In recent years, the holiday has Easter.
“Observing Lent is helpful because remembering the life and
even begun to gain traction among non-Christians, contributing
to a sense that many have lost the period’s true meaning. But ministry of Jesus Christ is always in order,” Gruendyke said.
for some like freshman Andrew Whitworth, the commercializa- “When Jesus said, ‘Do this in remembrance of me,’ he was not
tion of Lent doesn’t take away from the lessons one can learn. limiting it to communion Sundays . . . we would do well to recall
“I hope that Lent will help me to focus on important things Jesus’ words that discreet fasting brings divine blessing.”

th e

Just Girls - Sporty
Chic

Rudin said.
f you are a graduating senior, you have probably been countSarah Cespedes
Students will arrive Thursday night before diving into city life.
ing down the days to graduation (83), but before you walk
Friday will be mainly career oriented as the seniors meet with
across that stage you might consider hitting the road.
Staff Writer
potential employers which they planned prior to leaving. They’ll
Groups of 10 seniors will travel to Denver, Chicago or Nashalso drop off resumes at various schools or offices.
ville the weekend of March 30 in preparation of post-grad life.
Friday night, there will be a gathering of young alumni who have lived in
“It’s mostly thinking ahead. Sometimes thinking ahead and planning ahead
can help us in the present. Thinking about life after Taylor might help people the city for a couple of years and share tips and experiences with the seniors.
Saturday will focus on the community. Alumni will take students around
value the time that they’re here,” said Wolgemuth Hall Director Jon Cavanagh
the city to familiarize themselves with certain areas and learn of service
of the program.
Cavanagh approached Brent Rudin, Associate Vice President of Alumni and opportunities. An alumni event for all of the graduates in the area will be held
Parent Relations, with this idea for students to experience the city in which that evening. On Sunday, seniors will visit a church in the city and learn of the
they hope to live. The trips are opportunities to see the location, meet Taylor different denominations in the area before heading back to campus.
Students are asked to fill out an application to allow Career Development to
alumni living there and explore available job options. Seniors with questions
and concerns will have the chance to interact with residents of the city they visit. choose students truly considering moving to the offered cities. Whether students
This is the first time Taylor University has created a trip like this. If students are planning to move for a job, graduate school, significant other or simply a
can take advantage of this trip and are benefited by the experience, Cavanagh desire to live in the city, Career Development wants to make sure this trip will
hopes the university can take these trips once a semester to different locations. be beneficial to the student.
Taylor chose Chicago, Ill., Denver, Co. and Nashville, Tenn. based on the
alumni network in those areas. The Chicago and Nashville groups will be drivFor more information, e-mail Jill Smith or Career Development. Online
ing and the group traveling to Denver will be flying. Taylor will cover all travel
applications are due March 1, followed by an interview process. The trips will
costs; students are only responsible for buying meals.
Students, accompanied by two members of Taylor staff, will stay with alumni be finalized before Spring Break.
for the weekend. The hosts will show students around the city and answer
questions about city life.
“We’re encouraging students to take full advantage of being there,” Brent

Athletic wear has hit the fashion
world this season. Maybe you
were looking for an excuse to
wear sweatpants to class. — well,
now you can and be trendy. A
favorite look is sweatshirt-material
tops paired with a casual skirt.

Guy Talk - Sneak Peak
Good news, guys: You can dress
comfortably and look put together
at the same time. A nice new pair
of sneakers for spring can be a
quick fix to the fact that you just
rolled out of bed and donned the
first thing that met your eyes. Stick
with a neutral or chalking color.

Students selflessly put down the “controllers” of their addiction.
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Cultivating

love words

Culture

filiopietistic :
Pertaining to reverence of
forebears or tradition, especially if
carried to excess.

Kathryn Kroeker

T

For more information,
please visit our web-site at
www.taylor.edu/mahe

MAHE
connect.

form.

inspire.

Master of Arts in Higher Education
& Student Development

aylor University is hosting its 25th annual National Student
Leadership Conference (NSLC) on campus this weekend. This
year’s theme, ‘Cultivate,’ is based dually on Genesis 2:15 and
the award-winning book “Culture Making,” authored by 2012
NSLC keynote speaker Andy Crouch. Students participating
in the conference will attend workshop sessions and a panel discussion with noted speakers on Friday. J.R. Briggs, founder of the
ministry Kairos Partnerships, will close out the conference with
a session on Saturday morning. Approximately 400 students are
participating in the conference this weekend.
The attendance number this year is the highest in the conference’s history, according to Keith Cocking, President of Leadership
Development. It’s “a good problem to have,” Cocking said. About
90 percent of this year’s conference attendees are affiliated with
Taylor. Student groups from Wheaton and Indiana Wesleyan are
also participating.
“NSLC 2012 will challenge student leaders to rethink why and
how they engage with culture and encourage them not only to
create but also to cultivate culture. And further, we will begin
a discussion about how such a biblical approach can be used by
leaders in the most lasting and impactful way possible,” said Cathy
Weatherspoon, Director of Leadership Development, quoting from
the 2012 NSLC brochure.
Both Weatherspoon and Cocking are thrilled to have Crouch as
a keynote speaker this year. Crouch’s book “Culture Making” won
Christianity Today’s Book Award for Christianity and Culture in
2009.
“[This book] would challenge us to think clearly about how we are
to live out faithfully in society and see ourselves as acts of worship
to God,” Weatherspoon said.
Students attending the conference will be exposed to diverse
perspectives on the central theme of leadership through keynote
sessions and workshops, according to Cocking. Four to five speakers
will present during each session time, and students may choose the
sessions they would like to attend.
“We have some that are just for women, some that are just for
men, some that are about leadership. We even have one this year
that’s about self-identity in the age of Twitter,” Cocking said. Four
workshop sessions will take place Friday afternoon and a panel
discussion with Crouch and Briggs will follow later that in the day.
Conference attendees are included in the social events occurring
on campus this weekend. Taylor comedy group Rice Pilaf performed
for attendees Thursday night. Following Friday evening’s banquet,
students may attend SAC’s Nostalgia Night performance.
“They actually moved the conference — Nostalgia Night has
stayed the same — because they wanted something for people to be
able to do in the evenings, especially since it’s a visitation weekend
for prospectives,” Cocking said. Non-Taylor students attending the
conference will receive free admission to Nostalgia Night.
Cocking said this year’s conference will feature a more interactive approach, which he hopes students will find more relevant. He
said the speakers will play a crucial role in “causing people to think
about their actions” in immediate, not future, terms.
“A lot of times we look at leadership through a provisional standpoint, or see Christian leaders through ministry,” Weatherspoon
said. “But we’re all called in whatever area of life that we have
experience, where we’re gifted, where we’re passionate — we’re
called to lead. We’re called to influence as well as reshape society.”

Photos by Tim Riethmiller

Staff Writer

Senior Jenna Stupar brings soul to “Spectacular.”

Senior Jack Davies sweetly serenades the crowd.

Sophomore Stephen Newhall enthralls the audience.

Taylor spectacular
More talent in one act than all of Barnum and Bailey’s

T

Social
Media
gon e

Tay l o r

Status update from
taylor network
You better believe I ate two pieces
of cheesecake at dinner tonight.
#winning
-from Lauren Anderson

“It shows the foundation of music. There are genuine love
onight, the Taylor community will gather beneath the
Emily Luttrull &
songs, song that make you laugh, make you cry. That’s real
Rediger big top for “Taylor Spectacular,” Nostalgia
Corrie Dyke
music,” Griffin said.
Night 2012.
Despite the carnival theme chosen by SAC, students
Groups will perform songs written in or before 1989,
Life & Times Co-Editors
do not clown around when it comes to their performances.
the year seniors were born. Prepare to be entertained
by oldies by The Monkees, Elton John, Michael Jackson and other musi- The concert showcases raw TU talent at its best.
“The risk of error makes it more nerve wracking, it feels more real. The
cians your parents like.
“The songs are not only well known, but the musicians are extremely creation of music is happening in front of you,” Wood said.
This year marks a change for the nostalgic event. Instead of taking
talented. I am very happy with the set list for this performance,” said
place on the traditional Thursday evening, Nostalgia Night has been moved
Student Activities Council President senior Cailtin Kaphaem.
to Friday. This is part of Student Body PresiIn tribute to Whitney Houston,
dent Reid Hutchison’s weekend programming
sophomore Kendahl Baer is singing a
initiative. Hutchison has worked with Taylor
Houston classic before intermission. In light
Student Outreach (TSO) to plan more events
of the singer’s recent death, SAC asked Baer
for weekends in Upland.
to prepare a Houston song shortly before audi“We believe that Friday nights are a much
tions.
better fit for these types of all-campus events,
“I auditioned with a karaoke track,” Baer
both because it gives good reason to stay on
said. Despite her lack of live music, Baer made
campus for the weekend and also because it
it into the show on the condition she’d find a
eliminates a conflict many students have with
band. Willing musicians were quickly found,
classwork,” Hutchison said.
officially making Whitney Houston part of
Weekend events like midnight breakfast
Nostalgia Night 2012.
were pulled off last semester, and TSO plans
“People were really willing to help. They were
on carrying similar events into the spring.
all so great about saying yes,” Baer said.
Nostalgia Night is the biggest program to take
While some may expect the older
place on a Friday. Kaphaem sees the move as
music to put off students, the classic tunes
are what draw many to the production. Junior Tyler Wood believes the songs of experimental. Its success could influence future TSO productions.
“Hopefully my SAC team will learn from this experience and do a lot of
Nostalgia Night have proven themselves as classics that never go out of style.
“These songs have stood the test of time,” Wood said. Performing a hit from evaluation before determining if future events should also be on the weekend,”
The Beach Boys, Wood says there’s less disagreement among students about Kaphaem said. If the switch goes well, Hutchison thinks other big events like
the song choices. Having a wide selection allows students to choose the best Airband or My Generation Night could be moved to Fridays, as well.
Ladies and gentlemen, boys and girls, grab your carnival tickets and
of the best.
Senior Matt Griffin also thinks the music quality of Nostalgia Night is step right up for the Taylor Spectacular. Don’t fret about the wait, either. Pophigh. Many of the artists that will be represented are influential for current corn and cotton candy will be sold in line to guarantee that you have a good
time.
musicians.

“The risk of error makes it
more nerve wracking, it
feels more real. The creation of music is happening
in front of you,” Wood said.

Fact
of the

Week

Did you know?
The elephant is the only mammal
that can’t jump!
From ChaCha
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WTUR GOES GLOBAL IN DEFENSE OF..
ke$ha

Kyla martin

Justin Chisham

n ews c o - edit o r

C o n tribut o r

online content.”
Though the station has an iTunes link,
this is only accessible to computers linked
to Taylor’s T.U.C.A.N. network. The new
stream is available across the globe.
“It’s going to create a whole new following and give people unique opportunities
to have a podcast show anyone can listen
to,” said General Manager Jon Helmholz.
The station continues airing live chapel
feeds, contemporary Christian music and
student shows, but it will also add the news
outlet “Peak of the Week” on Wednesday
nights. The station is also constructing a
WTUR mobile application for smartphones.
“It’s breathing new life into the radio
program, and it’s going to offer students
more chances to create meaningful art and
portfolio pieces by the time they graduate,”
Assistant Manager Thad White said. “It’s
another opportunity for people to invest
their skills.”
The station will celebrate its new online
stream Wednesday, March 7, with a launch
party that evening.

Taylor University’s radio station, WTUR 89.7
FM, initially planned to add an online stream
this spring, ending its FM broadcast Aug. 1,
2012. However, due to the FM transmitter
equipment’s malfunctioning, a complete
switch from FM to online occurred last night.
It will soon be announced and will be
available to students.
“An expensive repair didn’t make sense
when we knew we were planning to leave
FM in a few months,” Media Engineer
Josh Taylor said.
With the blessing of Dr. Thomas
Jones, Dean of the School of Liberal
Arts, the station decided to forgo its
license renewal during this spring’s
renewal period.
“When we weighed the costs and
benefits of renewal with our administrators, we determined together that
our resources and effort would be better
spent in transitioning the station to the
web,” said Kathy Bruner, faculty advisor to
the station. “The majority of our audience isn’t
listening to FM. They’re using iPods and accessing

MAKE ME A MEME!
Hi, there, everybody. I’m Micah — the designer for the A&E
section. Each week I work with Rachel to make this section come
alive, and next week I want to give you the chance to join me in
creating the A&E section of The Echo. You see, like every Taylor
student with a Facebook, my News Feed has been exploding

with memes, and I think it’s time for this form of entertainment
and (dare I say) art to be showcased in The Echo. With that, let
me echo the Gruendyke challenge: “Come at me, bro.” Make me
a meme! Send your memes to echomemes@gmail.com for the
opportunity to be printed in the A&E section next week!

TRACy MANNING:

Director, teacher, mom
Kailey Traylor
C o n tribut o r

Tracy Manning has been involved in theater for
30 years and shows no signs of stopping. As Artistic and Managing Director of Taylor Theatre, she
has plenty of responsibilities. Yet her life goes
beyond the theater. She is a devoted mother and
teacher.
Manning’s theater career began in 1982
when she tagged along with her older sister to
a set-building day. She spent the day hanging
wallpaper with the director. She was hooked for
life. From there Manning was involved in every
theater production in her high school, whether
on or off stage.
Surprisingly, that passion was not a factor in
Manning’s college decision. Being a first-generation college student, she was unaware that
majors in communications or theater existed.
After applying to many colleges and being waitlisted, Manning spent a year at home. At the
time, Manning says she blamed God for leaving
her behind, but now she says, “I blame and credit
God.” That year at home gave her time to realize
who she was and to gain a renewed sense of faith.
Upon arriving at Taylor University the following year, Manning realized her true passion was
theater. Under the guidance of Ollie Hubbard,

former Taylor Theatre professor, Manning developed a “director’s eye.” That director’s eye allows
her to see all the parts and how they can become
a whole. Manning says, “I love the big picture. I
love knowing where we are headed. I love crafting the whole. And that is what the director does.”
Manning graduated from Taylor in 1992 and

that she is a package deal; if you want her, you
have to take her three children and husband.
Thankfully, Taylor Theatre took that deal. Her
husband often drops off the children at the theater. Both know many of the students, and are
just as comfortable at their home in Marion as
they are at the theater.
Having a family and balancing a career can be
hard, but Manning has a system. She does three
things intentionally to keep herself balanced. The
first is being in the present.
“God is present in my present, and I need to
settle down and be there, too,” Manning said. By
being present in all situations, both physically
and mentally, Manning is able to give all of herself to her family and students.
Second, Manning builds rest into her schedule.
“Whether that’s an afternoon away, or if it’s a
went on following the passion God gave her. She
morning at home, or if it’s a day with my daughapplied the skills and knowledge that she gained
ter. If I have to run an errand, I take one of them
to her passion and now teaches those skills to
with me. Car time becomes precious conversation.
students. She combines students’ passion with
So I try to be really intentional about rest and
the necessary skills so they will be ready for the
time.” In taking time to rest, Manning is able to
next thing God has planned for them. Manning
give more to her family in any amount of time.
reminds her students that “there is always a
Last, Manning prays. She prays “that God’ll
next.” We may not be aware of the next, but it
multiply the effects of the time I have.” Time is
is there.
very limited in Manning’s career, and through
Beyond her positions as director and teacher, these three intentional methods she has been
Manning is a devoted wife and mother. She jokes
able to invest her time wisely.

“She applied the skills and
knowledge that she gained to
her passion and now teaches
those skills to students.”

Why do I do this to myself?
Out of all the pop stars I could have
chosen, why did I go with the one who
oozes alcohol and glitter, who flails around
dance floors while (occasionally) suppressing her gag reflex?
The answer: I like a challenge.
The secondary answer: You think it’s
funny when I torture myself.
Whereas pop stars like Lady Gaga possess clear messages and defined musical
sensibility, Ke$ha is all about being shallow in a party atmosphere. Everything she
produces comes straight out of a Wal-Mart
catalog, as mass-produced and cheap as
bad lawn furniture. Her music is staccato thumps accentuated by the occasional
auto-tuned caterwaul.
But I refuse to give up my defense. So in
an attempt to understand her background,
I went to the Ke$ha wiki.
That didn’t help.
In one of the most frustrating gimmicks
of all time, the opening paragraph of her
page is written like this:
“Her debut $ingle, TiK ToK, which wa$
relea$ed on Augu$t 18, 2009, i$ now her
major claim to fame.”
Needless to say, I redirected to sites
that didn’t have a dollar sign obsession.
Her past is actually more interesting
than I thought. She was raised by a single
mother, grew up living on welfare checks
and achieved near-perfect SAT scores
before dropping out of high school to pursue a music career (she later earned her
GED).
It’s no defense for her music, but I need
a bit of empathy here.
So I started treading into Ke$ha fan
pages. Stop laughing, you haven’t experienced the horror.
Despite the normal (ahem) lack of anything worthwhile, I did find one interesting article that championed Ke$ha as a
feminist pioneer. I know, where do I find
this stuff?
“In my view, the reason everyone is so
keen on hating her is exactly why, as a
feminist, I think so highly of her,” writes
Katie B. Rodriguez of EqualWrites.org.
“Simply put: she messes around with gender identity in a way that many people
find genuinely discomforting.”
Okay, I’m willing to give this credence.
I’m not sure Ke$ha means to address gender roles, but she does . . . in her own way.
Rodriguez continues, “Justin Bieber was
and remains mostly a cute little punchline: people poked fun at him for looking
like a nine-year-old and for his mediocre music, but it was all in good humor.
Ke$ha-haters, in contrast, are dead serious, and their jabs are often joltingly
vicious and mean-spirited . . . . Everyone
gets made fun of on the Internet, but not
like this — this has “personal” written
all over it.”
That’s true, we Ke$ha-haters do criticize too readily. Are we really just inconsiderate snobs? I mean, I value good music
as much as any cultural fussbudget. But
maybe that shouldn’t become a personal
attack. Her music may be mass-produced
and auto-tuned beyond the realm of
humanity, but she entertains a sizeable
portion of the population and there is
value in that.
Plus, 99 percent of her act is mere
façade. I hope.
In the end, I don’t like Ke$ha. Will I
listen to her? Sure, especially if the people
around me find her music worthwhile. It
will just make me grimace a bit. I may be
a snob, but I can have fun.
Plus, if Ke$ha is being intentionally
satirical as some fans theorize, she is an
absolute genius.
Ca$e clo$ed. Honestly, who would willingly type like that?

EDITOR’S PICKS

‘Man’
This sculpture by senior Bethany Friesen is made out of
plastic wrap and packing tape. At 5 feet 10 inches tall and
weighing 48 ounces, the sculpture is worth $50. This fascinating piece of artwork is both unique and captivating.Take
the time today to visit this ethereal masterpiece and drink
in the work of this gifted artist.

‘beauty from decay’

This rustic and inviting creation by senior Carly Keith
has a warm and cozy feel. The earthy accents and colors add to its overall persona, along with the log table,
glass chandelier, oversized chair and nostalgic touches.
Stop by today and take in the charming creation from
this talented artist.
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‘The
Great
Divorce’
Lucas Sweitzer
co n tributor

Arts & Entertainment
campus.”
Anthony Lawton will be performing a one-man
Mysterious in content and dream-like in
adaptation of “The Great Divorce” in Mitchell
structure, “The Great Divorce” was written as
Theatre tonight from 7-9 p.m. The adaptation
is part of the Performing Artist Series at Tay- a way to reflect on modern views of heaven and
lor and is also sponsored by the Center for C.S. hell. It serves as a complement piece to Lewis’
“Screwtape Letters” and even contains George
Lewis and Friends.
MacDonald (one of Lewis’ main real-life inspiraLawton will be performing excerpts from “The
tions) as a so-called mentor to the novel’s narGreat Divorce” that are meant to highlight the
main themes of the novella. This latest install- rator. As the characters explore the drab and
dreary town they are in, the narrator is guided
ment is a change of pace for the Performing
by MacDonald and encouraged to consider
Artist Series, which usually features musical
remaining in hell or moving on to heaven.
artists. Performing Artist Series Coordinator
Lawton’s one-man show is a part of a series
Judy Kirkwood hopes this variety will encourage
of shows put on by the Mirror Theatre Comfans of C.S. Lewis to come out to hear parts of
pany, founded by Lawton in 1998. Focused on
one of his lesser-known works.
performing “spiritual theatre for a secular
“This presentation of a theatrical piece is
audience,” Lawton brings to life not only “The
somewhat different from the typical Performing
Great Divorce” but also “The Screwtape Letters,”
Artist Series event,” Kirkwood said. “I do hope
another book by Shel Silverstein and two plays
the students will choose to make this event a
part of their schedule. They will enjoy a power- by Lawton himself.
According to Lawton’s website, by presenting
ful story, as well as the chance to experience
spiritual material that appeals to all crowds
the work of a professional actor right here on

7
regardless of being secular or religious, the audience can join in on a dialogue about what is – or
isn’t – eternal in us.
According to the C.S. Lewis Center’s Scholarin-Residence Dr. David Neuhouser, the performance is versatile enough to serve as an
excellent extension of the novella or a standalone piece.
“I would encourage students to read ‘The
Great Divorce’ before seeing the Anthony Lawton performance,” Neuhouser said. “It is certainly
not necessary to read the book in order to enjoy
the play but it would enrich the experience to
do so.”
Students who are interested in reading the
novel as well can sign up for a discussion of the
book in the Center for C.S. Lewis in the lower
level of the library (50 students have already
signed up). Students interested in attending the
performance can go to the theater box office in
Rupp or call (765) 998-5289 for tickets. Cost is
$5 for Taylor students and $8 for other adults.

‘Spinning into Butter’: Review
Jonathan wormgoor
News desig n er

Photo by Jonathan Wormgoor

Imagine a world where the people act, strangely, just like you and
I. In small-town Belmont, Vt., a present-day college plagued by
racism struggles to understand the true meaning of acceptance.
Emerging from the base of the stairs, you find yourself in
a small, unassuming room with chairs positioned in a circle
around the center forming an open space for the stage. A desk
sits on one side of the circle, and a table and several chairs
occupy the rest of the space. “Spinning into Butter,” directed by
Karyn Roe, approaches the idea of racism with a fresh light of
self-evaluation.
The show opens in a small office in present-day upscale University of Belmont. Sitting behind the desk, a smiling blonde
looks up from her work to greet an arriving student as he enters
the office. Sara Daniels, the dean of students at the university, is
self-motivated and determined to help the students of her school
in any way she can.
The play progresses as Daniels, played by Libby Trudeau,
along with a handful of other faculty, try to discern how best
to handle a recent outcrop of racism in their small university.
Overly concerned for what this could mean for the university,
the faculty begin a sporadic dash to solve the problem without
any real regard for the afflicted.
Filled with laughter and spontaneity, the play provides an
intimate look into the true issue behind racism and a deeper

look into the human nature that drives us to see people as
different than ourselves. The show is really about “how you
look at someone else and recognize the past and recognize the
differences, but accept them as your friend and as an equal at
the same time,” Trudeau said.
From the start, the audience experiences a sense of involvement. As you are watching the interaction among the characters,
you start to feel like you’re becoming part of the show, and
because of the nature of the circular stage no part of the audience is left in the corner. It becomes impossible to merely watch
the show. You get sucked in, consumed by the characters in the
show, as if the stage itself were spreading out into the audience.
It’s through this connection that the play is able to speak directly
to the audience. As an audience member you’ll find yourself connecting with each of the characters through some of the same
characteristics that mark each of us as humans.
“Spinning into Butter” opens this weekend with a performance
on Saturday and Sunday. Tickets are free but must be reserved
at the Taylor Theatre box office. Due to space, tickets are limited,
so make sure you get yours soon.
Overall, I would give the show a four out of five stars. With
the intimate feel of the circular stage and dynamic acting that
keeps you involved from the start, “Spinning into Butter” is a
great play for anyone looking to spend a weekend out.

‘Master class’ review

Do you remember those
days back in high school
A & E E ditor
when Myspace was popular? Back when colorful backgrounds and profile
songs were “in,” and it seemed like everyone and
his or her neighbor had one? Before long, its
short-lived existence was swallowed up in the
intimidating shadows of Facebook and Twitter.
Believe it or not, a revival may be on the horizon.
After having faded into obscurity a few years
back, major news sources are reporting that
Myspace might be making a comeback. The
social networking website has experienced an
increase of 1 million users in the last month.
The reason for this renewed interest? Tim and
Chris Vanderhook, along with Justin Timberlake,
bought Myspace for $35 million, according to The
New York Times, and they are in the process of

Rachel Vachon

remaking it.
they love,” Vanderhook told CNN. “Consumers
“We went from zero signups per day to 40,000,” are getting excited about Myspace again – a
Chris Vanderhook told The New York Times and
testament to a great music product.”
CBS News.
So is Myspace back to stay? Has it really been
According to The New York Times and CNN
revived? Only time will tell what will become of
websites, Myspace declared they won’t be com- the renovated website, but students who shared
peting against social networking giant Facebook, their thoughts were doubtful.
but combining efforts with both it and Twitter.
“Myspace is a thing of the past, an obsolete
The focus of the remodeled networking website
Facebook as it were,” said sophomore Blake
is to post and share music and various forms
Andersen.
of entertainment with others. The new version
Sophomore Tara Gnagy, who doesn’t have or
of Myspace offers even more songs than music
plan to have a Myspace account, commented that
website Spotify. CNN reported that Myspace “it’s good for bands. Like, I know in my hometown
offers 42 million tracks compared to Spotify’s
we had a music video and we had concerts, and
15 million.
so the way for me to find out about those bands,
“Myspace is building meaningful social enter- is checking out their Myspace account.”
tainment experience around content, where
Myspace’s reappearance on the social media
consumers can share and discover the music
scene has continued to grow for the moment, but

Photo by Jonathan Wormgoor

She stands strong and fearless at the edge of the
nature of the woman and, as time progresses, the
Jonathan wormgoor
stage, looking out over the audience of bewildered
raw emotion of the events from her past that have
News desig n er
young students — students who have come to see
shaped her into who she is now.
this famed woman teach aspiring artists the true
The cast consists of Taryn Dunton, senior Heidi
“art” of singing.
McAuley, junior Brianna Wyatt and sophomore Briton
“There are no shortcuts in art, no easy ways. There is no being
Weise as the performing students. Sophomore Josh Kiers is the
at center stage as if by magic. There is always an entrance first, accompanying pianist, with freshman Dane Soderquist as the
just as there is always an exit after,” lead character Maria Callas
stagehand. The show takes the audience right into the class of one
said to her class.
of the greatest opera singers of all time.
Callas takes command of the show from the very start of the play
Through sporadic interaction with three students in the class the
with a commanding will and bold motion. Her presence is demand- audience begins to see that there is in fact more to Maria Callas
ing, to say the least. Headstrong and heart-strong, she begins
than a cold heart and a loathing for any who aspire to be as good
the show with the vigor of an artist consumed by her trade. With
as she once was.
dramatic lines like, “Everything is life or death,” or, “This isn’t just
“Master Class” pushes at the very edge of the passion that drives
an opera, it’s your life,” Callas draws the audience in and begins
people to be great in what they do. This is a play that will challenge
to reveal there’s more to performing than just singing your lines.
you to look beyond the act of performing to the passion deep within,
From the very beginning, even in entering the recital hall, the
the passion that can stir the heart and push one to greatness.
audience becomes part of the show. The audience has the unique
“We’re hoping that people will be inspired . . . so that even people
privilege of serving as the class to which Callas is teaching. Maria
who aren’t directly involved in art or music can really appreciate
Callas, played by junior Taryn Dunton, breaks the fourth wall (the
the beauty of art and the wonderful thing that God created when
imaginary line between the audience and the actors) right from
he created music and performance,” Dunton said.
the start by speaking directly to the class (the audience).
While there is some rough content that may not be appropriate
Only words and phrases such as “relentless pursuit,” “obsessed,” for a younger audience, the play tries to show the true, raw passion
“passionate” and even “possessed” can be used to adequately
that can drive a person to greatness. Riddled with rich operatic
describe Callas’ character. It’s a show of “what really happens
solos, passionate discovery and the pursuit to be more than a
when you let what you’ve chosen to do with your life consume
performer, the play speaks both to the mind and soul.
you,” Dunton said.
Overall, I would give the play a solid four out of five stars. Tickets
The play follows the story of Maria Callas, famed opera singer
are free but the space is limited, so make sure you get your tickets
from the ‘70s, as she tries to teach a master class for ambitious
soon. Showings are this weekend only. “Master Class” provides not
students at Julliard a few years before she passes away. Through
only a glimpse into the life of this famed singer, but also a chance
constant interruption by Callas, the audience begins to see the real
to see the true meaning that lies behind a truly great artist.

questions linger about it being able to sustain
itself. CNN suggests it might have a chance as
long as Spotify continues to limit free access of
their music.
While business is looking hopeful for Myspace,
they are still on a shaky ground where numbers
are concerned. So, what will it take for Myspace
to make it?
“I think they need to get some advertising
going because Facebook is the new rage nowadays,” Andersen said. “Myspace was the starter,
but it has been severely trumped by the new
and improved technologies of recent years. They
will really have to get a strong marketing plan
that communicates how they differ from the
competition and basically bombard people with
their most distinguishable qualities to make a
comeback.”
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The Linsanit y Continues
By

I

Ga b r i e l

B a i n ,

O p i n i o n s

bet if I told you to close your eyes and picture a successful NBA player, it would be completely different than the
athlete that has been taking the world by storm. But that’s
okay, because as of a month ago no one in the NBA would
have been able to picture him. During the past three or
so weeks, something has swept across the sports world
called “Linsanity.” New York Knicks point guard Jeremy
Lin has become one of the most miraculous and inspiring
stories of 2012.
Lin is the first Asian-American to start in the NBA. But
his story only gets more interesting. After graduating from
Harvard in 2010 and playing basketball there for four
years, he entered into the NBA draft.
Lin went undrafted but was invited
to join the Dallas Mavericks summerleague team in Las Vegas. Although he
wasn’t drafted, Lin began to turn heads
when he went up against the numberone draft pick of that year, John Wall.
Lin showed many of the scouts he was
an efficient player.
By the end of July, Lin was signed by
his hometown team, the Golden State
Warriors. As an Asian-American, Lin
developed many fans, becoming one of
the most popular players on the Warriors. However, eventually
the Warriors saw no need for Lin, placing him on waivers, and
he was later claimed by the Houston Rockets. The Rockets cut
Lin one day before the season started, but he was picked up by
the Knicks three days later. He was a third-string point guard,
but due to constant struggles with the Knicks and a deadline
approaching after which a team could no longer cut players, it
was do or die for Lin.
On Feb. 4, Lin finally got his chance to prove to everyone he
could really play, and he scored 25 points in 36 minutes. Since
then the point guard has been putting up numbers that can
only be rivaled by Magic Johnson, John Stockton and Isaiah
Thomas.
But the question that keeps resurfacing among many sports
analysts and basketball fans is how everyone missed out on
this guy. He is starting out just as well as the best point guards
in NBA history. The elephant in the room everyone seems to
ignore is his ethnicity.

E d i t o r
Scouting reports concerning Lin described him as not having
as much upside as other athletes. Upside? Meaning he didn’t
have as much athleticism as the other NBA talent they were
evaluating? Obviously the scouts were wrong considering he is
moving around many great athletes effectively in an age when
the NBA has never seen so many great point guards. According
to nbadraft.net, “[Lin] lacks a true position . . . [he] is not a
natural playmaker but plays the position out of necessity at
times for Harvard . . . [he is] not a true point guard, and plays
off the ball more effectively and often.” One of the main reasons
Lin has been successful is he is a true point guard able to give
the ball to his teammates in the right position where they will
be effective.
In an interview with ESPN, Lin said,
“People are still saying, ‘Oh, he’s quicker
than he looks.’ And I’m like, what does
that mean? Do I look slow? People are
always saying, ‘He is deceptively quick,
deceptively athletic.’ I don’t know if
that is because I am Asian or what.”
There is the simple argument
that maybe he is just better than
he was in the past. I think this is
partially true, but it is unheard of to
see a player excel in a sport the way
Lin has, considering he has barely seen any playing time
in recent months.
The question remains: was his ethnicity the main reason
he was being overlooked? I believe so. As a Knicks fan I was
skeptical Lin could help the team because I had never seen a
successful Asian point guard in the NBA. I was wrong, and
so was every coach and scout who passed on him. When it
comes to playing sports, ethnicity should not matter (I am
not saying that it should matter with other things, either).
If you are great at what you do, then you should not be
overlooked because of your ethnicity. If Lin can play basketball better than his competition, then his race should
not be important in whether he is signed (although I
think it is important that the NBA has its first starting
Asian-American player, who can break down barriers).
Now that Lin has found success, other non-traditional
basketball players will be recognized just by their talent
and not by their ethnicity.
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Unity Among
Division
Stephanie Caudle

T

S tudent C ontributor

hree weeks ago, the suggestion blessed by their ministry. This is how it
was made to the Taylor com- should be and how it currently is.
Our brothers and sisters are here to
munity (regarding those who
attend Living Waters) that serve the Church with their gifts, as
“maybe we have turned on the Scripture directs them to in 1 Corinthifew among us who are still truly ans 12:7-11. But therein lies the probpeople who ‘live by faith.’” To some lem: instead of embracing their gifts as
who do not attend Living Waters, gifts from God to encourage and teach
this quote was unsettling, at best. us, some are calling them crazy. And
The article “Missing the Miracle” instead of having conversations and
posed the questions, “Do those who relationships with people who believe
do not agree with Living Waters not differently, some are accusing those
live by faith?” and, “Are those who who do not attend Living Waters of not
do not attend Living Waters ‘less “living by faith.” Have we forgotten that
spiritual?’” The article called for other times, other cultures and other
people have things
those who do
to teach us about
not attend Livthe many ways we
ing Waters to
can live by faith?
stop criticizing
“What a dangerous sug- Let us root our
them and start
faith in Christ’s
living by faith.
gestion that those who
death and resurThough the
do not doctrinally agree
rection and our
article spoke
belief in a triune
some truth —
with Living Waters are
God, and let us live
such as the need
not living by faith!”
our lives in steady
to stop criticizfaith that gives
ing those at Livlove and grace to
ing Waters — it
each other. John
may have done
something that both those who do Stott once said, “Indeed, any subject on
not attend Living Waters and those which equally devout, equally humble,
who do would never have intended: equally Bible-believing and Bibleto put Living Waters on a pedestal studying Christians or churches reach
and others out the door. What a dan- different conclusions, must be considgerous suggestion that those who do ered secondary not primary, peripheral
not doctrinally agree with Living not central . . . . We must respect each
Waters are not living by faith! Have other’s integrity and acknowledge the
we forgotten the writings of the legitimacy of each other’s interpretachurch fathers? Have we made our- tions.” It is not our various beliefs on
selves so blind to historic Christian how the Holy Spirit manifests himself
belief that we cannot see the Church in the lives of believers that will mark
has not always done this? In talking us as disciples of Christ or even our
with friends who do attend Living love for the lost; rather, it is our love
Waters and one of its advisors, Dr. for each other. As Christ said to His
Heth, they agreed this was never disciples, “By this everyone will know
an implication they intended to com- that you are my disciples, if you love
municate. They want the Church to one another” (John 13:35).
Is this an excuse for sitting combe served by all the gifts the Spirit
placently on our beliefs instead of livhas given Christ’s body.
Let’s face the unspoken truth: ing with the hunger and humility to
Not all believers practice their learn? Certainly not. We must ever be
faith the same way. On campus, we in conversation, constantly in Scriphave believers of all backgrounds ture, eager to learn and on our knees
and beliefs; many doctrinal debates in humility since we know that “now
underlie these issues for the obvi- we see only a reflection as in a mirous reason that to “practice faith” ror” (1 Cor 13:12). But without unity
in diverse ways means we interpret among disagreements and without
Scripture in various ways. I have love in conflict, we are clanging cymclose friends who believe different bals and resounding gongs. “And now
things about the Holy Spirit and the these three remain: faith, hope and love.
way he works, and I have also been But the greatest of these is love” (1 Cor
to Living Waters myself and been 13:13).

Illustration by Rodrigo Carneiro

“People are always saying,
‘He is deceptively quick,
deceptively athletic.’ I don’t
know if that is because I
am Asian or what.”

Birth control

and candy bars

“I think it’s great that the school is
giving us this option,” junior Chelsea
Wehking said in a Fox News article.
Wehking goes on to say that stuBirth control seems to be popping up
in media a lot lately. From a Susan dents are often embarrassed to go
G. Komen official resigning over into Shippensburg, population 6,000,
Planned Parenthood funding to the to buy Plan B.
A senior was also quoted in the
criticism of the Obama administration for ruling that church-affiliated article saying not many students
employers provide birth control, con- even knew about the machine, but it
traceptives have always been a topic is a way for students to get the help
of controversy. But Shippensburg they need.
Spokesman for the school Peter
University in central Pennsylvania
Gigliotti was quoted in a Washington
might be taking the issue too far.
Shippensburg, a public school of Post article echoing the students non8,300 students, has been providing chalant, “no problem here” attitude.
Plan B One Step, “the morning-after Gigliotti stated the machine is found
pill,” in a vending machine in their in a private room of the health center
health center for two years. Only and students must check in to gain
recently, with all the birth control access to the treatment area.
This sounds just as embarrassing
talk, has the U.S. Food and Drug
Administration taken a closer look as buying Plan B from a CVS pharmacy. If the school has fewer than
at the issue.
According to Fox News, last week 10,000 students, chances are the
the FDA began to contact state offi- receptionist who helped you remedy
cials and the university to gather your runny noise is going to watch
you walk out the door with Plan B.
facts.
More importantly than personal
The machine, which also has condoms, decongestants and pregnancy self-worth, what does this vending
tests, was installed at the request of machine say about Shippensburg’s
student government after a student administration? That they find it
body survey revealed 85 percent of acceptable to supply students with
a potentially lifethe students
ending drug just
supported Plan
as they would
B in the health
Sudafed?
center.
“Why should a university
It would be
By federal
be selling behind/overnaïve to believe
law, the pill is
available withthe-counter pharmaceuti- college students
don’t find themout a prescripcal products with the slip selves in situation to anyone
17 or older, but
of $25 in a vending ma- tions where taking
the Plan B pill
the emergency
chine, as if the outcome
doesn’t cross their
contraceptive
mind, but making
is still only
is like a Snickers bar?”
the potent contraobtainable
ceptive as availb e h i n d p h a rable as a bottle of
macy counters
and at double the cost of Shippens- Coke is just plain dangerous.
The president of the anti-abortion
burg’s vending machine.
In fact, the Obama administra- group National Right to Life, Carol
tion’s top health official stopped Tobias, responded that the school
Plan B from moving onto drugstore would be much more productive
shelves just this December, Fox News using the funds to partner with local
pregnancy resource centers where
stated.
Why should a university be selling students can get real help, not just a
behind/over-the-counter pharmaceu- pill from a vending machine.
Tobias is right; this is a problem,
tical products with the slip of $25 in
a vending machine, as if the outcome one the university needs to recognize so they can quickly restock the
is like a Snickers bar?
However, the students at Shippens- machines with Paydays and potato
chips.
burg have a different perspective.

Corrie Dyke

L ife & T imes C o - E ditor

Let your voice be heard!
To become a contributor to the Opinions section, submit your in-depth and researched articles to Gabriel_Bain@taylor.edu by Wednesday at 5:00 p.m.
Please keep the word count to 500-700 words.
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Lancers get revenge in tournament

IN BRIEF

Nick van heest

The men’s basketball team ended
its season Wednesday night with a 76-53 loss to No. 13 Grace
in the opening round of the MCC Tournament.
After shooting more than 63 percent to
defeat Grace 82-73 in the regular season
finale on Saturday, Taylor shot just 36
percent from the floor to end its season
against the Lancers for the second consecutive year.
“You’re not going to shoot over 60 percent two games in a row very often,” Head
Coach Paul Patterson said. “We got impatient and missed some shots that we made
on Saturday.”
Junior Casey Coons paced the Trojans
with a game-high 20 points. He finished
with six three-pointers in the game and
101 for the year to break Taylor’s singleseason record. It has been quite a season
for All-MCC selection Coons, who ranks
15th in NAIA Division II in points per
game (20.0) and was named Capital One
Academic All-America® of the Year.
Junior forward Nate Kasper grabbed a
team-high eight rebounds along with eight
points off the bench.
“We came out with a game plan we were
confident with,” All-MCC Honorable Mention Kasper said. “We fought hard but
things just didn’t roll our way.”
The Trojans started strong as senior
forward Jake Burkholder’s basket in the
paint gave the team an early 7-4 lead.
After that, however, the Trojans went on
a scoring drought for nearly eight minutes,
which was finally snapped on Kasper’s
jumper with 10:08 to play in the half, leaving Taylor trailing 22-9.
Grace (22-7) took a 34-25 lead to halftime and never looked back as Taylor’s
shooting struggles continued. A threepointer by Coons cut the Grace lead to
sports writer

Taylor
Trojans

53 - 76

Photo by Tim Riethmiller

MENʼS BASKETBALL
#14 Grace
Lancers

Senior Jake Burkholder prepares to dunk two of his four points in Wednesday’s season-ending loss to No. 13
Grace. Burkholder added three rebounds in his final game as a Trojan.

55-44 with 5:45 remaining, but Grace
responded by sinking six of their next
seven shots to push the lead back to 21
points.
“We didn’t get good defensive stops,”
Patterson said. “That caused us to rush
things offensively, and we never got into
a rhythm.”
Taylor (20-11) finished the season in seventh place in the MCC, with a 9-9 record
in conference play.
“Twenty wins is a good season,” Patterson said. “I saw a lot of improvement this
year, especially from the younger guys.
To win on the road against the top teams
in our conference like we did in the last
few weeks of the season is a tribute to
the character and mental toughness of
our team.”

Kasper echoed Patterson’s positive
reflection on the season.
“We finished last season around 0.500,
and we learned some things we could build
on for this season,” Kasper said. “This year
didn’t end the way we would have hoped,
but we showed that we can really compete
and play Taylor basketball.
Taylor seniors Burkholder and Kyle
Hanaway played their final games as
Trojans Wednesday. The two combined to
play 243 games during their four years
as Trojans.
“I think Burkholder and Hanaway are
leaving a legacy of perseverance and value
in their teammates that we can build on,”
Patterson said. “Next year we have a
chance to continue to grow as new leadership forms and our guys set new goals.”

Indiana Wesleyan slips past taylor again

The women’s basketball team’s seacontributor
son came to a close
Tuesday night as they fell to No. 1 Indiana
Wesleyan (IWU) 69-60 in the MCC Tournament quarterfinals. Indiana Wesleyan will
advance with a record of 29-2 while Taylor’s
season ends at 18-13.
The Trojans lost to the Wildcats for the
third time this season and the second time
in the past week. A game of hot and cold
streaks ended with the top-ranked Wildcats
advancing in yet another tight victory.
“We knew we had to play with some
urgency,” Head Coach Tena Krause said. “It
was win or go home.”
After a two-point thriller in Odle Arena
just six days earlier, the Trojans traveled
to Luckey Arena to kick off the postseason
looking for a first-round upset. Four minutes
in, Taylor led IWU 7-2.
A flurry of shots by Krystal Stoneking and
Paige Smith gave Wesleyan a 16-0 run and
an 18-7 lead with seven minutes left in the
first half. The Trojans fought back, though,
as a pair of back-to-back threes by sopho-

jeff yoder

mores Kelci Freds and Kelsey Bryant gave
Taylor a lift before the half to trail 25-19.
“We closed the gap late in the first but
really didn’t close it enough,” Krause said.
A slow start to the second half led to a 7-0
run by Wesleyan and a 13-point deficit for
Taylor. Down double digits yet again, the
resilient Trojans hung around long enough
to make one last run at an upset. Trailing
45-34 with just under 11 minutes to play, a
trio of steals in less than a minute flipped
the momentum and launched a Taylor run.
With 7:24 to play, Taylor snatched a 47-46
lead.
Bryant was a big part of the late comeback, scoring 18 of her game-high 21 points
in the second half and going 7-7 from the
free throw line. Junior Erika Redweik
added 15 second-half points as the duo
accounted for 33 of the Trojans’ 41 secondhalf points.
“Kelsey and Erika were big scoring
sparks in our run,” junior Erin Guarneri
said. “Kelsey hit some big outside shots that
opened up our post-game so that Erika could
get more shots down low.”

After the Trojans first lead of the second
half, a host of Wildcats scored over the next
five minutes to take a 65-56 lead. Desperation fouling and free throws in the final two
minutes slowly solidified the victory for the
Wildcats, 69-60.
In the loss, the Trojan defensive pressure
still shook the No. 1 Wildcats by forcing 18
turnovers. The Trojans racked up 13 steals
compared to just three last week against
IWU. Bryant led all scorers with 21 points
by going 4-5 on threes and also pulled down
seven rebounds. Redweik added 16 points
and Guarneri tallied eight.
Senior Morgan McLeish ended her career
as a Trojan with four points and tied for the
game-high with three steals.
“Morgan is the epitome of work ethic,”
Krause said. “She comes in every day, practice and games, and gives 110 percent.”
Next year the Trojans will return 13 of
their 14 players, more than any other team
in the MCC.
“We have a lot of experience coming back,”
Guarneri said. “We have very high expectations for our season next year.”

Softball 1-1 (0-0)

results
02/18 at Lindsey Wilson W,
3-2, L, 2-4

results
02/18 at Indiana University
Southeast W, 5-0, L, 6-12

Schedule
02/24 at Union (DH) 2 p.m.
02/25 at Union (DH) 1 p.m.

Schedule
02/24 at Berea (DH) 5:30
p.m.
02/25 at Asbury (DH) 1 p.m.

review
The No. 25-ranked baseball
team split its seasonopening doubleheader
at Lindsey Wilson on
Saturday. Senior Dominic
Spadafora broke a 2-2
tie in the eighth when he
drove home junior Taylor
Luna to give the Trojans a
3-2 win in game one. Luna
also went 3-3 at the plate
and got the save. Junior
Travis Carsten picked up
the win in relief. The Trojans mustered just five hits
in game two and fell by a
score of 2-4. Sophomore
Austin York went 1-3 with
a run batted in the loss.

review
The softball team blanked
Indiana University Southeast 5-0 in its season
opener Saturday, but fell
by a score of 6-12 in the
second game of the twin
bill. Junior pitcher Holly
Tomaszewski pulled off a
seven-strikeout complete
game shutout in the game
one victory. In game two
the Trojans rallied from
down 6-1 in the sixth
inning to knot the game
at six, but the Grenadiers
notched six runs of their
own in the bottom half
of the frame to split the
doubleheader.

Men’s Basketball
20-11 (9-9)

Women’s Basketball 18-13 (8-10)

results
02/18 versus Grace W,
82-73
02/22 MCC Tournament
Quarterfinals at Grace L,
53-76

results
02/18 at Grace W, 62-58
02/21 MCC Tournament
Quarterfinals at Indiana
Wesleyan L, 69-60

Schedule
Season concluded

Schedule
Season concluded

review
Before the Lancers got
the best of them in the
postseason rematch on
Wednesday, the men’s
basketball team took down
then No. 7 Grace 82-73
to close out the regular
season on Saturday. The
Trojans shot an unprecedented 63 percent from the
floor and 60 percent from
behind the arc. Junior Nate
Kasper led all scorers with
23 points on 8-9 shooting.
See article for Wednesday’s recap.

review
Before its season ended at
the hands of No. 1 Indiana
Wesleyan on Wednesday,
the women’s basketball
team closed out the regular
season with a 62-58 win
over No. 24 Grace on
Saturday. Junior Erin Guarneri led all scorers with 23
points on 9-14 shooting as
the Trojans came back from
down 10 in the second half
to get the victory. Junior
Erika Redwiek added 19
points of her own and had
seven rebounds. See article
for Tuesday’s recap.

Men’s
Track & Field

Women’s
Track & Field

results
02/18 at DePauw Indoor
Classic, 3rd of 18

results
02/18 at DePauw Indoor
Classic, 3rd of 14

Schedule
03/17 at Rhodes Open
Meet 11 a.m.

Schedule
03/01-03 at NAIA Indoor
National Championships

review
Three jumpers played a
big role in the men’s track
team taking third place
at the DePauw Indoor
Classic on Saturday. Junior
Robert Dickey won the long
jump while senior Randy
Magnuson finished third
in the event. Magnuson
also placed second in the
triple jump with sophomore
Jeremy Cutshaw behind
him in third. Senior Sam
Stufflebam led the throwers by taking fourth in the
weight throw. Sophomore
Luke Currens took third in
the 60 meter hurdles.

review
Junior Henrietta Carey won
the 200 meter dash and
finished second in the 60
meter dash in helping the
women’s track team take
third place at the DePauw
Indoor Invitational on
Saturday. Senior Stephanie
Kenny took first place
in the 400 meter dash
and was joined by senior
LaJoya Smith, junior Emily
Perschbacher and sophomore Erin Price in winning
the 4x400 meter relay and
qualifying for the upcoming
NAIA Indoor Championships.

Coaching freedom

COACH of the week

Brad Bowser

. . . Never really thought I would get
Freedom.
into college athletics and be a head
Seven
letters,
sports editor
two syllables, coach.”
But when Bowser took over as assoand more than 765 million results
ciate dean of students and director of
when you punch it into Google.
It’s Mel Gibson’s battle cry in the residence life at LeTourneau Univermovie “Braveheart,” it’s the repeated sity in Longview, Texas, six years ago,
line in one of Aretha Franklin’s most he also became the Yellow Jackets’
famous choruses and not something head softball coach. The program had
usually associated with the game never had a winning season and went
of softball. But freedom is the word a dismal 5-35 the year before he took
that’s always ringing in the ears of over.
“I learned a lot about what you
Head Coach Brad Bowser’s softball
expect as a coach, and the idea of how
team. He won’t let them forget it.
“He’s all about freedom,” junior you develop people on one end of the
Sarah Heath said of Bowser. “Just not continuum and on down,” Bowser said.
being timid and being bold. Definitely “There was a lot of frustration within
that first year.”
freedom, all the time.”
After a six-win improvement and a
fourth-place finish in conference during Bowser’s first year at the helm,
‘“Our kids here, they
the word has become the team’s own
understand. They know
battle cry. This year the coach has the
team setting their sights on Nationals,
what they’re doing. Its
just a year and a half removed from a
just now a matter of
13-27 season.
“His big thing is just playing with
helping them to believe
freedom,” senior Laura Strode echoed.
that they can be good at
“He wants us to go out there and play
with everything we’ve got and don’t
the highest level.”’
be afraid to make a mistake.”
Bowser’s path to the Taylor softball program wasn’t exactly a conIn his second year with the Yellow
ventional one. After graduating from
Anderson University, he started his Jackets, things started to turn around.
own business: Good Eaton Candy, The team won more games than ever
named after his hometown of Eaton, before in its history and set records
Ohio. He bagged and delivered candy in every major offensive category.
to retailers for three years before Although Bowser left LeTourneau
becoming a residence hall director at after that 2008 season to return to
Anderson, where he also worked in the Midwest, the foundation he set
student activities and served as the has held strong. Bowser’s first batch
associate dean of the residence life of recruits were seniors last season
and helped the Yellow Jackets to their
program over the course of 15 years.
“I just loved the college atmosphere,” first ever winning season.
After arriving at Taylor so his wife
Bowser said, “Loved the learning that
I was able to go through as a college Jill could become the hall director
student. I always thought it would be of Gerig, Bowser spent one year as
great to be back in the college setting an assistant coach with the Trojans

Daniel Morrill

Photo by Tim Riethmiller

Baseball 1-1 (0-0)

before accepting the head coaching
job in 2009.
“I trusted coach completely coming
in,” senior Alyssa Brodbeck said. “We
wanted him as coach.”
Out of the gates, Bowser showed
his commitment to getting to know
each of his players on a personal level
away from the diamond.
“He really cares about our wellbeing and us as individuals, rather
than us as softball players,” Brodbeck
said. “He cares about the ballplayer
but he really cares about the person
more.”
On the field Bowser calls himself
a defensive coach, but Trojan bats
came alive under him just as the
Yellow Jackets’ had. Last year the
team scored almost a full run more
per game than it did in 2010, as well
as eclipsing the previous high for
every major offensive category except
triples and home runs over the past
six years.
“All they needed was just a little
bit of adjustment of understanding,”
Bowser said. “Our kids here, they
understand. They know what they’re
doing. Its just now a matter of helping
them to believe that they can be good
at the highest level.”
Having QABs (quality at-bats),
winning the ‘freebie war’ and making good dirtball reads are all things
that Bowser stresses to his team, but
one thing still sticks out above all the
rest: freedom.
“You’ve got to play in freedom,”
Bowser said. “You’ve got to play all
out. If you don’t, you’re gonna hold
back and try not to make a mistake,
and that’s when you’re going to make
a mistake. What I’ve tried to teach
this team more than any other team
I’ve coached is to just go live in freedom. You’re not bad. You’re pretty
good if you just play hard and enjoy
the process.”

